
General Observations Week 1 and 2, Fall Season 2011, R64 
James Hawley, National Referee 

 
Instructions to Players during Equipment Inspections-The referee in a 

recent U14B game promises to protect the GK from any intrusions.  When a 
referee makes any "promises" like this, they are liable to problems.  A GK can 

foul an attacking player, and if it happens, and the referee adheres to his or 
her promise, the referee could receive a response from the players which is just 
the opposite of their intention..."Hey you promised to protect the GK, and look 

what he/she did to us".  I suggest make no promises of any kind to teams 
during the equipment inspection.  Submitting your strategy for game control, 

takes away from your options in the game.  My personal strategy, and I have 
tried many, is to say nothing about how I am going to manage the 

match.  That's between me and my referee team!   
  
Comments made by senior, National badged referees.  We had an instance 

recently, where one National referee (not me), told an Advanced Referee, that 
the signal for a substitution by the AR was the flag held over the head, with 

flagstaff held horizontal, until the referee recognized the sub as such, and 
started the procedure to sub, and the flag was lowered.  That is the correct 

procedure, however, the Advanced Referee, became very defensive, and said the 
flag had to be held during the whole sub procedure, and even though the 
National referee read the procedure from the LOTG to him, he refused to 

believe it was true.  At this point, the two parties agreed to disagree, and that 
was that.   

  
National referees have probably spent at least a decade getting their 

accreditation, and approximately hundred hours of training.  Many are 
assessors and instructors too.  As such, they are implicitly asked to pass on 
their knowledge and experience, and sometimes it just comes across in a game, 

a pregame instruction, or a story telling event.  They intend with all good 
intentions, to pass on what they know.  Not everyone takes it well. It is meant 

in the spirit of teaching and knowledge transfer, and not meant to be a contest 
of who knows what.  When someone challenges me about an item I have 

brought up, I simply ask them to check it out with another senior referee or 
two, or re-read the laws or the advice to referees handbook.  Triangulate the 
question or the suggested solution.  There are often not easy, formulaic 

answers out there.  We mean to provoke thought, as all of us progress through 
this craft of ours.   

 


